Overview: In this work, we focus on developing features and approaches to represent and analyze videography styles in unconstrained videos. By unconstrained videos, we mean typical consumer videos with significant content complexity and diverse editing artifacts, mostly with long duration. We present an approach for unsupervised videography analysis for unconstrained videos. Intuitively, each videography can be understood as a camera director's direction on a movie script, e.g., "capture the running actress by panning the camera, to have her face appear at 20 percent size of the video". The idea is that different classes of video content will have different styles-the videography style of a wedding video should be different from a sports video-and so, the videography style should provide a valuable signal for automated content analysis. Videography Analysis: The overall framework of our approach is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . First, a two-level motion analysis is conducted to decompose long clips into sequences of segments with coherent motion types (S/P/T/Z). Second, multiple features related to motion and scale patterns are measured from every segment, which are used to characterize videography. Throughout this work, we utilize densely computed KLT tracks over the entire clips as main basis for the derived features.
We assume that there are diverse videography styles in unconstrained videos, which are discovered as a videography dictionary via unsupervised clustering on proposed features. Then, a video clip can be represented as a series of segments with varying videography words. For the underlying videography features, we extend conventional features such as camera motion and foreground (FG) object motion (e.g., [1]) by incorporating two novel features: motion correlation and scale information.
Once videography features are obtained from segments, they are used to build videography dictionary (VD) shown in Fig. 1(b) . The computed VD will be used to quantize video clips into sequences of videography words (VWs), as shown in Fig. 1(c) . Our analysis shows that there are regularized patterns in the videography used in the unconstrained Internet videos, and correlations between the exhibited videography styles and video contents. Such observation on discriminative correlations suggests This work was supported by the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA) via Department of Interior National Business Center contract number D11PC20069. The U.S. Government is authorized to reproduce and distribute reprints for Governmental purposes notwithstanding any copyright thereon. Disclaimer: The views and conclusions contained herein are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as necessarily representing the official policies or endorsements, either expressed or implied, of IARPA, DOI/NBC, or the U.S. Government. * Indicates equal contributions. that videography analysis can actually be used for challenging tasks such as content-based retrieval and content summarization. Video Retrieval: For retrieval, we computed bag-of-word representations based on the videography word sequences and employed them as the basis for content-based video retrieval tasks. We have conducted experiments on a large TRECVID '11 MED dataset where we tried diverse variations of the proposed approach as well as using more conventional features such as GIST. Our results indicate that the proposed videography features effectively improve the retrieval performance and are complimentary to traditional appearance features such as GIST, improving performance further when both features are used jointly. Figure 2 shows the list of video event classes and the extent of conducted retrieval experiments as well as summarized performance profiles. Event classes that show the most benefits by videography-based analysis are marked in bold.
Figure 3: Videography-aware adaptive summarization. Three summarization results by this work (red rows) and baseline (blue rows). Detected FG regions (green) and human judgements on relevance of key frames (good:none, near-miss: yellow, miss: red) are marked on each image. Video Summarization: We also show that the proposed videography analysis can be used to provide videography-aware adaptive summarization method. For example, Fig. 3 shows example summarization results for different events where the segments with distinctive videography styles for particular events are highlighted in the summaries, e.g., board tricks during snowboarding and candle blowing during a birthday party. Summarization produced by our proposed approach is shown in red and results by baseline approaches of using color histogram changes are shown in blue.
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